
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2008 6:00 PM PT 

To: United States High School History Teacher 
Subject: NOTHING WILL HELP YOU 

 
Dear Sir,  
 

Having run by a handful of trusted colleagues what I sent you last evening who 
thought it sufficiently “good” that I think about recording it today and posting it as 

the first free vodcast on our site www.just3ants.com. 
 
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20highschool-

debeers.pdf 
 

In a few minutes President George W. Bush will present his last State of the Union 
address and in all likelihood he will talk about the multi-billion-godzillian stimulus 
package without mentioning that for folks like yourself living off a paycheck and 

relying on your pension fund in your “old age”, such a “boost” for the economy is 
not only coming to come out of your hide, but much sooner than you would have 

ever expected. 
 

Remember constantly, the Chinese who own still large amounts of our worthless-
fictitious De Beers-US Treasury Bills still set the scholastic levels wherever they go 
and can still at any time be willing to walk away from their investment in US 

Treasury Bills which they knew were totally worthless when they first began buying 
US Treasury Bills all the while perfecting their ginormous economy that currently 

fuels the world economy for the time when China can simply forget the US 
economy, a fraction of the size of hard working Chinese people, and focus on 
China’s own market without a care in the world about inflation given how their 

revalued currency will afford China oil from the rest of the world at a fraction of the 
price China is currently paying. 

 
I also suggest you watch the movie America Freedom to Fascism that is available 
free over the Internet. You can begin watching it immediately by clicking on the 

hyperlink below: 
 

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=5355374476580235299 
 
There is one scene involving a former Commissioner of the Internal Revenue 

Service who uses Yiddish to intimidate the producer of the movie who just moments 
before had flushed out this corrupt lawyer Sheldon Cohen, who also Chief Counsel 

for the Internal Revenue Service and when he “retired” from this rather “Money 
Power” job joined a prestigious Boston law firm. 
 

As Mr. Cohen who we can all assume is Jewish, begins to fall apart, caught “red 
handed” with all his lies and obfuscations, he then threatens the producer, “You 

understand Yiddish, Set-Jer-Gornichst-Helfin” without bothering to translate in to 
English, “NOTHING WILL HELP YOU” 



 
Suffice to say I relied on my friend Mr. Sidney Abelski Esquire whose parents were 

both imprisoned in the death camp Auschwitz to provide the exact Yiddish since 
mine is very “sketchy”, certainly not as good as my Hebrew which is nowhere near 

as fluent as when I was in my mid-to-late teens when I would be mostly thinking as 
well as dreaming in this rather precise language. 
 

You shouldn’t have to be Jewish to feel the most extraordinary shiver going up your 
spine when hearing such outlandish verbiage especially in the context of this 

investigation by a person simply seeking the truth from a senior US Government 
official who moments before pleaded, “You caught me unprepared”. 
 

Most of us non-fanatical Jewish people while not talking much about the Jewish 
Kapos who the Nazi SS relied on to “maintain order” in the death camps of World 

Oil War II, have not forgotten either. 
…. 
 

As you may have gathered I have a “number of things on the go” that include 
taking care of my healthcare needs following my recent passing of a very painful 

kidney stone when the heavy pain medication could have damaged my heart 
although I am currently feeling rather well, my pulse in the low 40s, very possibly 

now added a pound or two without necessarily raising my body fat percentage 
much above 10%; most importantly my wife has yet to suggest I invest in a dildo. 
 

Constantly in my mind are many of my mother’s teachings beginning with, “Sticks 
and stones break bones but words kill”. 

 
Establishing “priorities” when you know as much as I do about how the “real world” 
works, most of all how the smartest and most devious minded people think is really 

not in the least bit difficult bearing in mind you should by now be sufficiently “up to 
speed” to understand that the principal focus of the world’s ruling elite has been 

ever since the discovery of gold in South Africa in great quantities, relatively 
speaking that is, in the latter part of the 19th Century, to grab, relying exclusively 
on the barrel of a gun, all the world’s harvested gold and to then “judiciously” grant 

themselves the mining rights to the gold buried underground. 
 

Consequently, all that one has to do apart from “complying with the law” such as 
not parking in an illegal parking zone unless willing to pay the fines and feeding and 
clothing oneself all the while having a roof over one’s head and of course an 

internet connection, better yet a fast reliable connection which I currently do not 
have but know what I need to do if the internet connection I currently have proves 

too cumbersome, is to focus on just two things: 
 
First, the trading of gold. 

 
Second, the reaction of the United States Government to that ingenious Israeli 

Military Intelligence report which spells total doom for the US economy outside of 
the US Government continuing to be able to get our poorly paid military service 



people to wage war on the world’s poor who are increasingly wired and in far better 
physical and mental shape than our very drug crazed young people having to deal 

with the reality of the world not just United States citizens waking up to the truth 
beginning with the American people having been so hoodwinked by our so very 

corrupt government. 
 
Three, those same as well as retired US service people not joining the rank and file 

of the hard working poor and demand a full accounting by the 3 Branches of the US 
Government of the gold they have stolen from around the world and chosen not to 

share with US American citizens which we in turn can use as a bargaining chip 
when the Chinese come over here with their much more valuable currency and take 
our jobs. 

 
The historical use of brute force rather than civility and logic by the US Government 

is a fact of life that simply cannot be ignored in this digital age bearing constantly in 
mind that folks like Israeli Special Forces Commandos and their unit commanders 
as well as higher ranking Commanding Officers all today intimately familiar with 

that ingenious Military Intelligence of all time, maintain their “edge” by virtue of 
Israel’s over-the-top ability to gather intelligence, their sources fully aware that in 

the event of a “foul up” the State of Israel will not wait for a green light from the 
White House before taking their “vengeance”. 

 
You would do well to watch SPIelberg’s epic 2005 movie-docudrama MUNIch that 
begins with this Jewish Hollywood blockbuster producer-director providing a 5 

minute introduction that to the “casual observer” comes across as “harmless”, and 
possibly just a little self aggrandizing which most would “excuse” given how 

SPIelberg comes across as a “nice Jewish boy, family man and so very charitable” 
and besides he also has going for him his Hollywood celebrity status and like the 
rest of the De Beers-Hollywood elite has “mouths to feed” and besides a pretty 

convincing argument would be, 
 

“So what if he feels the need to make much ado about nothing, since he can 
afford to. He has the big bucks”. 

 

As you, however, examine his verbiage through the eyes of a very well trained 
intelligence officer the first question you have to ask yourself is why even mention, 

in the first minute: 
 

George Jonas’ book [Vengeance] which by the way has been in print 

since 1984 and it has never been discredited; it has been attacked by 
various people, by ex Mossad agents and even one of the Black 

September terrorists. But being attacked isn’t the same as being 
discredited, plus we did our own research and I am very comfortable 
with having used the book as a source. 

 
Just that verbiage alone should be enough for anyone you believe to have “common 

sense” to conclude that it is extraordinarily bizarre for anyone let alone a Hollywood 
director-producer with no intelligence training, feeling the need to “adjudicate” 



what it means for something or someone to be “discredited” let alone suggest that 
if certain “intelligence” has been “attacked” by “ex Mossad agents” that such an 

“attack” by Mossad agents, far more skilled in the Mossad’s way of doing business; 
i.e. “By way of deception we wage war”, is disingenuous. 

 
Mr. SPIelberg, I contend, wanted to do this introduction as much as he wanted to 
have a Mossad bullet fired into his head but he had little choice bearing in mind that 

he had already finished filming the movie that contains certain very important 
truths that would only be known to members of the several Israeli hit squads that 

became fully operational following the 1972 Munich Olympic massacres that 
resulted in the brutal deaths of 11 defenseless Israeli athletes, beginning with 
certain problems these hit squads encountered in the field that had them 

questioning their intelligence, not from “foreign sources”, but from what they 
believed to be “breakdowns” within Israeli Military Intelligence officers who operate 

in high profile establishments such as Israeli Embassies where workers can be very 
easily observed going to and from work and when on their “own time” are highly 
susceptible to being co-opted-corrupted both wittingly and unwittingly, the same 

with their “loved ones”. 
 

Not to mention yet again that I arrived on Kibbutz Sde Boker on September 1st, 
1972, some 3 days prior to the start of the massacres and then some 57 odd days 

later, on November 1st, met for the first time with David Ben Gurion, who although 
“retired” now for the second time as Prime Minister of Israel still had the Mossad as 
well as his most trusted consigliores reporting to him on a regular basis. 

 
To mention little also of how Ben Gurion who hadn’t forgotten either the Jewish 

Kapos or the Suzannah Operation of 1954 when the lead Israeli Military Intelligence 
officer in charge of a covert military operation in Egypt “turned” most likely even 
before the start of the operation that resulted in the capture, torture and in some 

cases execution of his fellow Israeli officers, decided that the only way to avoid 
“rats” was to run “black” as well as “double black” operations while when necessary 

reminding “field officers” operating on foreign soil of Ben Gurion’s willingness to kill 
fellow Jewish and Israeli soldiers in order to maintain “command and control” as 
what was done in the Altalena Affair which took place within a month of the start of 

Israel’s most brutal War of Independence which both the corrupt British and 
American Government did not believe would last more than a few hours.  

 
To mention in passing that Ben Gurion’s name is mentioned at least twice in 
MUNIch given how the De Beers sponsored PLO had twice attempted to assassinate 

him causing not only Ben Gurion but those closest to him to take a very “special 
interest” in the not in the least bit top secret decision for these hit squads to leave 

the most “indelible impression” on their targets that the State of Israel understands 
perfectly that the “rule of law” does not apply at all to the United States 
Government, the most lawless nation in the history of world when they don’t get 

what they want beginning with tyrants who forget who butters their bread including 
US Presidents such as President John F. Kennedy. 

 



Mr. SPIelberg also gets it absolutely perfectly right that American intelligence 
officials interfered with at least one of the most important “hits” as well as at least 

one member of the Israeli-Mossad hit squad losing their life to a “honey flower”, a 
female assassin posing as a Dutch prostitute who in the movie eventually got her 

“comeuppance”, courtesy of once again reliable intelligence being provided to the 
one Mossad hit squad, not by Israeli Military Intelligence or for that matter the 
Mossad but by ruthless but “caring” members of the remnants of the French 

Resistance, devout Roman Catholics who have their own internal conflicts but are 
unified in their respect for Israel’s best and brightest executing pretty much 

flawlessly Israel’s Foreign Policy of, “two eyes for an eye”. 
 
But Mr. SPIelberg gets it absolutely dead wrong when suggesting that the Mossad 

pays for weapons let alone intelligence; moreover, that the Mossad would spend 
vast sums of money, albeit US Dollars-Treasury Bills that would “open up” those 

sitting on such large sums of money to all sorts of the most vicious “attacks” 
including an audit from the Internal Revenue Service, when all the Mossad agents 
would need to do in those totally unknown situations as well as impossible to 

imagine scenarios when they would need to purchase intelligence and weapons 
including C4 plastic explosives, is to pay with either Diamond Currency that is 

unlimited in supply, untraceable, lightweight, never inventoried and always price 
fixed at more than a barrel of oil or the barrel of gun but again only when their 

most “wired” Special Forces units are not tapped in directly to the source. 
 
The Mossad have not forgotten that the United States of America was “no friend to 

the fledging state of Israel” from its very beginning. 
 

The Mossad didn’t need to read chapter 9, Diamond For Hitler, but of course they 
have just like you and millions of “ordinary civilians” who can understand that the 
Mossad not only understood what De Beers accomplished with their untraceable 

Diamond Currency but had beginning with Israel’s extraordinary victory in its War 
of Independence, the “muscle” to follow in this “mafia of mafia’s” footsteps and 

with each passing moment exact their vengeance on De Beers who profiteered so 
very handsomely by the extermination of some 6 million of our Jewish brothers and 
sisters during the Holocaust of World Oil War II. 

 
Mr. SPIelberg would be hard-pressed to argue that he doesn’t have the time or 

inclination to produce-direct, The Diamond Invention and so bite the hand that 
feeds him, no different to Al Quaida choosing so very carefully not to attack the oil 
fields of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar. 

 
Again, Mr. SPIelberg has been a relatively significant holder of US Treasury bills. 

 
Mr. SPIelberg deserves great credit from the US Treasury Department for his so 
vocal and visual promotion of De Beers backed US Treasury Bills that have never 

benefitted the State of Israel. 
 



Israel needs peace not weapons of war that are traded between it warring 
neighbors and the United States of America awash like their tyrants surrounding 

Israel, in worthless De Beers-Dollars. 
 

There is as you can see very little difference between De Beers and the US Treasury 
and US Federal Reserve, made up of non-elected government officials whose loyalty 
are to private bankers who represent the world’s elitists. 

 
The instant you begin watching America Freedom to Fascism so you instantly begin 

to realize that I am not “extreme”, not even close. 
 
Moreover, you find yourself having very little negative to say about countries like 

China, even Mexico whose tyrants don’t serve the best interests of the Mexican 
people or for that matter the average American citizen who has no say in what the 

corrupt US Government decides to do beginning with which Mexican tyrant serves 
their DAAC agenda which by now you might know by heart: 
 

Take the money or open a taco stand! 
 

It stands to reason that everything I have to say which can be proved beyond a 
shadow of a doubt smoothes out all the extraordinarily few “rough edges” of 

America Freedom to Fascism, again a very excellent production, that only “falls 
short” in failing to follow the “money trail” that led to the illegal formation of the US 
Federal Reserve in 1913, one year prior to the outbreak of the first World Oil War. 

 
So who would you want managing your pension fund, China, the new superpower 

or the lawless United States Congress who don’t even abide by the decisions of the 
United States Supreme Court? 
 

All the best, 
 

Gary Steven Gevisser 
 
[Word count 2787] 
 

 


